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Industrial rents are higher than preCOVID levels, with property and land
values following suit.
The market wide vacancy rate held
steady at 1.6%.
Forty two lease transactions exceeded
100,000 square feet in 2020 driven by
ecommerce, food and beverage and retail
users, totaling 10.6 million SF.
Short-term leases are expected to
gain traction while companies look for
temporary space to fulfill online orders
and store product overflows.
Additionally, the recent shutdown of all
industrial construction will cause delays
to the 11.4 million SF expected to come
online in 2021 increasing demand and
intensifying tenant competition in the
coming quarters.
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RECENT INDUSTRIAL LEASES
Address

City

Tenant

Landlord

Size

8480 Mount Pleasant Way

Milton

Uline

BentallGreenOak

592,636 SF

12000 Coleraine drive

Caledon

Worldpac

HOOPP

564,300 SF

300 Gibraltar Rd

Vaughan

Proactive

Glen Corporation

284,000 SF

10 Garyray Drive

North York West

Advan Tech

Metrus Properties

192,993 SF

239 Chrislea Rd

Vaughan

Stratosphere Quality

Unique Store
Fixtures Ltd

124,004 SF

Renewals not included in the statistics
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Some sectors of the Canadian economy have seen a shift from crisis
to recovery, but with a tighter reimposition of lockdown due to the
second wave, GDP could see a slower growth or even a decline in the
next quarter. Even though the news of vaccines suggests returning
to normal, the global pandemic will take time to completely eradicate. The pace of vaccinations will be an indicator for a welcomed
rebound likely to take hold in the latter part of 2021.
“The transition from reopening the economy to full recuperation
may be somewhat elongated before growth returns more forcefully
by the end of 2021 and into 2022,” Carl Gomez, chief economist and
head of market analytics for CoStar Group in Canada.
Market confidence continues to remain cautious, with most large-scale and long-term tenant requirements awaiting further
stability. Most commercial real estate sectors like offices, hotels and retail stores will continue to struggle but the economy
expects to see some stabilization in the second half of the year. According to experts, more retailers and department store
owners went bankrupt in 2020 than the Great Recession as consumers began to shop online.

Most office spaces stood empty in 2020 and continue to stay vacant in the first quarter of 2021. A key question remains what
that will look like when the pandemic finally ends. There is speculation that workplace strategies may start to shift from a
headquarters to a hub-and-spoke mindset with footprint optimization. A lot of companies have adopted work-from-home
policies or on a rotating basis. The increase in office supply will further hurt the landlord’s ability to negotiate, therefor
driving down the rental prices.
As the pandemic rages on, the GTA’s industrial markets, fueled by online growth, continues to exceed expectations. The
industrial sector was already benefitting from demographic and consumer behavioral trends and the pandemic only accelerated the growth. Due to the upsurge in the demand for e-commerce, warehouses grew exponentially in 2020 and will
continue to be the best performer including darkstore distribution centres, designed to replace traditional retail distribution facilities with last-mile delivery, and grocery conversion systems that are microfulfillment arrangements installed in
current grocery stores.
The most challenged sector, retail has been the hardest hit by the pandemic.
Even before the emergence of the coronavirus, Canadian retail was experiencing a serious revamp. A lot of non-essential retailers were forced to shut down.
Restaurant owners started offering take-out and others turned their operations
into ghost kitchens. On the other hand, the necessity retailers like pharmacies,
groceries, etc. have been doing well. Tech giants like Amazon and Shopify continue digitalizing the industry and driving consumer behavior to e-commerce
channels, further diminishing hope of a recovery for traditional retail performance.
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